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Abstract: Dynamic force (vibration and impulse force) modifies mechanical properties and flow behavior of
solid bodies. Experiments in shearing of reinforcement bars with vibration (7.9 kHz) conducted by authors and
S.A. Evtjukov at the Department of Construction Machinery of SPbGASU (Saint Petersburg State University
of Architecture and Civil Engineering) revealed the reduction of the static part of the cutting force approximately
1.8-2.2 times less and with impulse force with 25 Hz frequency – 4-5 times less. In case of vibration, variation
of mechanical properties and flow behavior of cut metal through vibroactivation was observed. Reflective effect
and three focusing mechanisms stimulate these variations. The examined effect can be applied in metal treatment
under pressure that enables to improve the quality of products, service life of instruments and processing
machines. With the knowledge of presence of dynamic forces (impulse, in particular) it is possible to find
engineering solutions decreasing or excluding influence of dynamic forces upon friction couples or
constructional steelworks and therefore to boost their reliability and endurance, to exclude “unpredictable”
accidents.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the days of Galileo and Hooke the science of
durability has divided into several approaches [1]. A
variety of tasks enabling to define stress fields with
sufficiently fine precision has been resolved [2], yet
durability evaluation in these tasks remains a subject to
discussion [3-4]. It is notable that until recently the
theories of elasticity and plasticity hasn’t taken into
account elastic waves along with dislocations and their Fig. 1: Perfect crystal (a), top part of the crystal (b)
motions [4-6]. M. Faraday was the first among physical displaced against bottom part
scientists to pose questions defining the nature of
durability [7]. The work of A.A. Griffiths considering In addition to the fact that the theory of rupture was
energetical  theory of crack opening was published only systematized and generalized [11-13], the kinetic theory of
in 1920 and A.F. Ioffe experimentally confirmed it by durability was redeveloped in works  of  S.N.  Zhurkov
experiments with mineral salt, that became tried-and- and his school and confirmed by vast number of
tested, demonstrating profound effect of surface defects experiments [14-15]. The versatile approach of T. Ekobori
on durability of solid bodies [8, 9]. In the end, Ja.M. demonstrated that in validation of such processes as
Frenkel' was the first to apply Orowan-Polanyi approach creep and endurance rupture kinetic theory and statistical
for the calculation of ideal durability (Fig. 1) [10]. approach are to be regarded [16].
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Large plastic deformations resulting in shape
modification form the basis of such technological
processes as development and compaction of soil,
manufacture, setting and firming of concrete mixes and
solutions in process of shaping elements of structural
units,  manufacture  of  elements  of  steel  reinforcement
of  concrete  constructions.  Understanding of
mechanisms of plastic deformations enables to perform Fig. 2: Potential  energy  curves:  a –  without vibration;
the specified technological processes more effectively b – with vibration action
[17-19].

The author conducted the case research through the 1.8-2.2 times less reduction of P  with 7.9 kHz. Optimal
example of cutting of reinforcing rods. The couple method of statistical scheduling of the experiment was
“instrument-cut material” requires taking into account the applied to the examination [19].
third, field stress. Heating impairing mechanical In order to understand the effect of influence of
characteristics of cut reinforcing rods is presumable, yet dynamic force (vibration and impact impulse) it is
that is not fairly producible. The most producible can be interesting to analyze the working results on that front.
dynamic force – vibration, impulse, impact. The effect of The effect of reduction of material strength was observed
impulse force was determined in a laboratory environment in experiments conducted at AFA (Air Force Academy)
[20, 21]. named after Mozhaiskij in case of release of internal stress

MATERIALS AND METHODS concrete by means of ultrasonic exposure, as well as in

For  the  examination  of  influence  of  vibration  on was observed by the Bulgarian professor G.S. Angelov in
the  cutting  process  a  direct effect vibrator with ~ 25 Hz case of expansion of monocrystals of zinc and aluminum.
(N = 1 kW, n = 1540 revolutions-per-minute) was used. In process of impact forming material increase of plasticity
The vibrator was fastened to the crosshead of the testing was observed [24].
machine UG20/2. Rigid fastening was used for building of Up to the present day most of experiments have been
the pulse packet, fixity was selected by nut tightening. conducted under ultrasonic stress [25, 26]. The works
Influence of vibration was examined with allowances made performed by the group of scientists under the
for angle variation of sharpening of cutters and sideways supervision of V.P. Severdenko point out that ultrasonic
clearance between them. 230 experiments were conducted force influencing the process of plastic strain results from
for vibration cutting with 25 Hz, demonstrating that the its impact on surface conditions, properties and structure
character of relationships P  and P  between parameters of  wrought  metal,  modification  of  stress  state scheme,cut side

of cutters is preserved; though resonant condition in certain cases – discrete and dynamic character of
revealed  material  reduction  of P .  In  process of behaviour of plastic strain. They have determinedcut

vibration cutting of rods (B-1) ø 3 mm P  constituted ~ capability for two nonlinear effects: “acoustic softening”cut

800 H, which is 4-5 times less than P  without vibration and “acoustic hardening” [27]. The most striking instancecut

(~4–4.3 kH) [22, 23]. of ultrasonic stress is revealed through maximum
The Main Part: For the explanation of vibration oscillatory stress action section, reducing as far as

activation  the  following  model  is used conventionally: offsetting towards the crest of coincident waves. It is
in case of vibration activation potential barriers are deemed that reduction of static stress is caused by
reduced at atom level; oscillations of the atoms caused by influence of acoustic pressure:
vibration lead to their separation from the bottom of
potential pits (Fig. 2) [24]; yet the given model does not p  = c A = c2 fA
virtually explain the phenomenon. Which way are atoms
with natural frequency 10  Hz influenced by 25 Hz where [rho] is density of the material; c – sound velocity12-13

frequency?. in that material; [omega] - circular frequency; A -
For the sake of frequency extension S.A. Evtjukov amplitude acceleration. It is also caused by activation of

conducted experiments in determining influence of stopped dislocations, in consequence of which their slide
ultrasonic  exposure  on the cutting area. He succeeded in action is facilitated [27].

cut

from welded constructions of aircrafts and from hardened

experiments with steel spheres and slab. The same effect

a
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It is interesting to observe these processes with due
regard to “antidumping”, “cumulativeness” and reflection
effect, as well as to connect the given issue with fatigue
properties and to consider a question of “generating”
hypersonic frequencies, resonant with oscillation of
lattice atoms on the basis of occurrence of nonlinear
effects.

While processing of cold metal by means of plastic
straining (for instance during prefabrication of reinforcing Fig. 3: Configuration of mechanisms of defocusing of
members in construction industry, or processing of other wave energy within cutting areas: a – reflection
hard  materials) the application of dynamic stress can lead from boundaries of deformed crystalline grains at
to reduction of static content of action force, improving the stage of ridging of cutters; b – waveguide
reliability of instruments and units of processing effect between slide planes at the stage of shifting
machines, whereas friction couples under dynamic
influence exhibit accelerated wear. Ultrasonic exposure in on the boundaries, side planes and defects. In case of
performance of durability testing of monocrystals leads to local plastic flows (for example, in process of vibration
repetitive reduction of static part of the load and in cutting) the first two mechanisms of self-focusing are
process of machining of details the quality of processed located within the contact zone of the machining material
surfaces is improved significantly [28]. (Fig. 3).

A wave front upon reaching of any acoustic interface Hyper frequency knock waves enhance oscillatory
(surface, grain boundary, defect cluster) partially reflects amplitude of atoms. Passing over “dislocation pipes” they
from it. Reflections between crystal boundaries and terminate the most straining ties. Ground state vibration
crystal lattice defects leading to diffusion of wave energy energy diffuses, still for the implementation of the third
in grains and on defects generate damped oscillation mechanism fairly slight influence is required, since
spectrum with frequencies equal to acoustic speed per correlation between short-range capacities and multiple
second quotient against structural sizes and directions disorder capacities within crystalline lattice remains ultra
specified by boundary alignment and angle of arrival of low; which has been evidenced by the experiment with
wave fronts. In other words, dispersion of wave energy vibration cutting with 25 Hz frequency of reinforcement
actually presents itself generating of lattice frequencies, bars 3 mm in diameter [22, 28].
which is proved by heating of processed work samples. All put together can modify local variation of
The given process as compared to laser reveals much rheological behaviour and strength of material in the
higher diffusion of energy and lesser performance course of exposure time of dynamic force. In case of
coefficient. In such case communication disturbance of impulse load variation of properties occurs in the periods
defects in microzone intersection of wave fronts may take from initiation till attenuation of resonant frequencies.
place, with the advent of thermal fluctuations increasing Such mechanism explains low-cycle fatigue ruptures
nonlinearity [22]. within zones of self-focusing of stress waves.

In the event of critical local plastic flows three
mechanisms of self-focusing may take place: CONCLUSIONS

Reflective from the boundary of distorted grains Examination of cut areas indicated that in processes
(macroscopic); of vibration cutting the quality of cutting is
Between slide planes according to the waveguide improved. The end relief is more even and to a greater
principle (microscopic); extent perpendicular to the axis of the bar, as
Refraction of acoustic waves and their fluctuations compared to the end in case of cutting without
within zones with significant acoustic resistance, i.e. vibration.
zones with tension braces (microscopic). Upon examination of microetches it is indicated that

Dislocation zones turn out waveguides of hyper metal and boundary layer seemingly obtains
frequency pulse packets. All these mechanisms properties of heavy liquid and turbulence is also
supplementary increase concentration of heat fluctuations observed (Fig. 4).

vibration action reduces the volume of deformed
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Fig. 4: Microetch of the cutting area (zoom– 200) B-1; ø
3 mm; [gamma] = 12°; [alpha] = 2°; [delta] = 0 mm;
r  0.05 mm; cutting with abutment; f = 25 Hz

4-5 times cutting force lowering is achieved as
compared to regular cutting.
1.8-2.2 times cutting force lowering is achieved
through application of ultrasonic exposure.
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